The second design theme illustrates the hypothesis that advanced brains are organized into parallel processing streams with complementary properties (Grossberg, 2000a) . Each stream's properties are related to those of a complementary stream much as a lock fits its key, or two pieces of a puzzle fit together. The mechanisms that enable each stream to compute one set of properties prevent it from computing a complementary set of properties. As a result, each of these streams exhibits complementary strengths and weaknesses. How, then, do these complementary properties get synthesized into a consistent behavioral experience? It is proposed how interactions between these processing streams overcome their complementary deficiencies and generate behavioral properties that realize the unity of conscious experiences. In this sense, pairs of complementary streams are the functional units because only through their interactions can key behavioral properties be competently computed. SOVEREIGN clarifies how these complementary properties interact together to control goal-orienting sequences of navigational behaviors. For example, it is well-known that there are What and Where (or Where/How) cortical processing streams (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Mishkin, Ungerleider and Macko, 1983; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982) . In particular, key properties of the What and Where cortical processing streams seem to be complementary. A third design theme underlying the SOVEREIGN model is that brains use homologous circuits to compute navigational and hand/arm movements. In other words, movements of the body and of the hand/arms are controlled by circuits that share many properties. This proposed homology clarifies how navigational and arm movements can be coordinated when a body moves with respect to a goal object with the intention of grasping or otherwise manipulating it using the hand/arm system. A considerable body of neural modeling of arm movement trajectory control (e.g., the VITE model: Bullock and Grossberg, 1988; Bullock, Cisek, and Grossberg, 1998) suggests that cortical arm movement control circuits compute a representation of where the arm wants to move (i.e., a target position) and compare this with an outflow representation of where the arm is now (i.e., the present position) by computing a difference vector between target position and present position representations. The difference vector represents the direction and distance that the arm needs to move to realize its goal position. Basal ganglia volitional signals of various kinds, such as a GO signal, translate the difference vector into a motor trajectory of variable speed. Additional cortical, spinal, and cerebellar circuitry is needed to ensure that the brain generates the forces that are needed to actually carry out such a commanded trajectory (e.g., the FLETE model: Bullock and Grossberg, 1991; ContrerasVidal, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1997) . A key difference between navigation and hand/arm movement control concerns how present position is calculated. Because the arm is attached to the body, present position of the arm can be directly computed using outflow, or corollary discharge, movement commands that explicitly code the commanded arm position. In contrast, when a body moves with respect to the world, no such immediately available present position command is available. This difference requires more elaborate brain machinery to compute present position of the body in the world during navigational movements. The brain needs to use a variety of sensory cues, both proprioceptive and visual, to create a representation of present position that can be compared with representations of target position, so that a difference vector and volitional commands can move the body towards desired goal objects. In sequences are activated when needed as the animat navigates novel and familiar environments.
SOVEREIGN Model

Approach-Orienting Navigation and Learning in a 3D Virtual Reality Environment
The SOVEREIGN model simulates these processes for an animat that experiences a 3D visual world in a virtual reality environment. This world is the relatively simple spatial format of a plus-maze (Munn, 1950) . Although simple, this environment tests in a clear way many of the critical competences that the animat needs to achieve. Much of the problem's difficulty arises because an animat may navigate the maze in different ways, including different speeds and directions of movement, on successive learning trials. Despite this variability of each experience of the maze, the animal can learn to navigate the maze to achieve valued goals in an efficient way. For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that a learning trial starts after placing the animat in the maze, at the end of one arm. The goal location, in one of the other three arms, is baited with a cue that the animal finds rewarding. By shrouding the top of the maze, only route-based visual and motor cues can be used for navigation (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . Thus the model does not attempt to explain how spatial navigation, as supported by hippocampal place cells, is achieved. Only one visual cue is assumed to be visible at a time, at the end of each maze arm, from any location within the maze. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup appears in Figure 1a . A sequence of images from the 3D virtual reality simulation during reactive approach toward a visual cue appears in Figure 1b . As the animat approaches the choice point, a competitive struggle occurs between the salience of form and motion signals. Suppose that the form signals have led to previous object category learning and have led to positive reinforcement that increases their motivational salience. Such motivational salience enhances the strength of the form representation through attentional feedback. Then the form signals may more effectively compete with the motion signals to determine the animat's momentary behavior. If the form cues win the competition, then the animat can continue to carry out an approach movement that is consistent with its recognition. If the motion signals win the competition, then they may trigger a reactive head-orienting movement to the right or left at a choice point, revealing another source of form signals at the end of an adjacent corridor. The outcome of this form-motion competition is sensitive to navigational variations that change from trial to trial. The sequence of visual scenes that are processed during a typical head-orienting behavior is illustrated in Figure 1c . An alternation of approach and orienting movements is characteristic of the animat's exploration of a novel environment.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 1 . (a) The 3D graphical simulation generates perspective-views from any location within the plus-maze. (b) Snapshots from the 3D virtual reality simulation depict changes in the scene during reactive homing toward the triangle cue. (c) During reactive approach to the triangle cue, visual motion signals trigger a reactive head orienting movement to bring the star cue into view
Parallel Visual and Motor Working Memory and Chunking Networks
The animat's control system is split into a number of subsystems shown in the macrocircuit of Figure 2 . The primary input is via the visual system. The Visual Form and Motion System processes visual cues within the What and Where cortical streams, respectively. The What cortical stream learns position-invariant and size-invariant object categories via on-line incremental learning. The Where stream computes measures of the relative location of visual cues from the animat. In particular, the distance and direction of the animat from a prescribed visual cue are used to cause approach movements towards that visual cue, or from memory. Motion cues result from the animat's self-motion, and determine whether the animat will make a left or right turn, and how big a turn, instead of continuing to approach a target cue. These visual form and motion signals compete for control of the animat's approachorienting behaviors within the Visual Form and Motion System. Learned visual categories can be amplified in strength, and thereby more probably attended, by feedback from motivational centers, called Drive Representations, through learned reinforcementmotivational feedback loops that embody their value as events that predict desired rewards. For this to happen, the invariant object categories are amplified by motivational signals that draw attention to them, and amplify, in turn, the approach commands corresponding to that object's position relative to the animat. Such a motivational amplification requires WhatWhere inter-stream interactions between position-invariant and position-variant information. When a motivationally-modulated form cue wins, approach persists. When a motion cue wins, an orienting movement often begins. When motion cues are balanced in strength relative to the present gaze direction, the net left vs. right orienting signal is zero, after opponent competition between the opposite directions takes place. A form cue can then win with high probability. However, a suitably strong left/right motion cue difference can win the form-motion competition and direct the Motor Approach and Orienting System to initiate a head-orienting movement in the favored direction. Target position information for approach behaviors, and motion information for head-orienting behaviors, is relayed from the Visual Form and Motion System to the Motor Approach and Orienting System ( Figure  2 ), where they direct body-approach movements or head-and-body orienting movements. How does the animat know where a target cue is with respect to its current position? As noted in Figure 2 , proprioceptive and vestibular signals provide the ground truth upon which the animat's location is estimated relative to its starting point, and with respect to targets in its environment. Proprioceptive and vestibular cues are capable of guiding animat navigation in a familiar environment even in the dark, and can modify movements quickly to cope with uneven or slippery terrains. Visual cues are also used during navigation to estimate body and head position and displacement relative to the animat. These visual signals are associated with, and adaptively calibrated with respect to, the representations that are activated by proprioceptive and vestibular motor signals. These multiple sources of information work together to more accurately guide movements under varying conditions than any one source of positional signals could. Estimates of spatial displacement compute the NET body displacement and head rotation from a starting point. Sequences of such approach-orienting displacements represent a path that can command an animat to move from a starting location to a goal location in a maze.
www.intechopen.com The Visual Working Memory and Planning System temporarily stores sequences of visual object categories in short-term working memory. It also categorizes, or chunks, sequences of stored object categories. Chunks are learned that are sensitive to object sequences of variable lengths. These visual list chunks can learn to activate motor commands in the Motor Approach and Orienting System via top-down learning. The motor commands encode approach-orient movements. The Visual Working Memory and Planning System operates in parallel with a Motor Working Memory and Planning System that temporarily stores sequences of motor commands in working memory. It also categorizes, or chunks, sequences of stored motor commands. These motor list chunks can also learn to activate approach-orient commands within the Motor Approach and Orienting System. Why are visual and motor list chunks both needed? Together these parallel visual and motor working memories can disambiguate decisions that only one of them, acting alone, may find ambiguous. For example, the sequences of approach distances and head turns in two different environments may be the same, but their sequence of visual cues may be different. In a different environment, the sequence of visual cues may be the same, but their sequences of motor actions may differ. The visual and motor working memories induce the learning of list chunks, or sequential planning cells, that are sensitive to their respective object and action sequences, and can read out a prediction of the next motor command. The sequence that can disambiguate two different environments will typically win over one that cannot. Rewards and punishments can modulate animat learning and determine what visual representations are attended and what motor plans are executed. Upon receiving reward, the active chunks are associated with active drives and actions. Drive inputs represent the animat's internal motivational state, and reward inputs represent valued inputs from the external environment. Both types of inputs combine in Drive Representations, which are most highly activated when a drive input representing a strong internal need combines with either a primary reward or a conditioned reinforcer input from the Visual Form and Motion System (Figure 2 ). After such a combination of cognitive and emotional learning occurs, when the animat sees a familiar sensory cue under a prescribed motivational state, it can recall a motivationally-compatible plan to reach the site of previous reward. Repeated, random exploration of the environment hereby effects a gradual transition from reactive to more efficient, planned control that leads the animat to its various motivated goals. Due to the selective role of motivational feedback, the animat is capable of learning to carry out different plans to satisfy different motivational goals even in response to the same sensory cues. Visual and motor list chunks may learn to activate different approach-orient commands under different motivational states. How can a single chunk give rise to multiple responses? How this occurs can be seen by noting that emotional centers are often organized into opponent affective processes, such as fear and relief, and that oppositely valenced rewards can be conditioned to these opponent channels (Grossberg, 1984b (Grossberg, , 2000b . These opponentprocessing emotional circuits are called gated dipoles. In such a circuit, habituative transmitters "gate", or multiply, signal processing in each of the channels of the opponent "dipole." The response amplitude and sensitivity to external reinforcing inputs and internal drive inputs of these opponent-processing emotional circuits are calibrated by an arousal level and chemical transmitters that slowly inactivate, or habituate, in an activity-dependent way. Sensory and cognitive representations, no less than emotional representations, can be organized into opponent channels with habituative ON and OFF cells. Unexpected events can trigger a burst, or sudden increment, of nonspecific arousal. When such an arousal burst is received on top of the baseline tonic arousal input of a normal dipole, it can cause an antagonistic rebound of activity in the OFF channel. In other words, the sensory, cognitive, or emotional hypothesis that is represented in a dipole's activity can be disconfirmed by an unexpected event. An unexpected event can hereby reset ongoing processing and lead to a shift of attention. SOVEREIGN expands the gated dipole mechanism into a gated multipole, which can select between multiple opponent drive channels. Each channel, whether representing an exploratory or consummatory drive state, can be associated with a particular learned response. SOVEREIGN embodies a system synthesis and further development of biologically-derived neural networks that have been mathematically and computationally characterized elsewhere. These include LAMINART and FORMOTION models for form and motion processing (Berzhanskaya, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2007; Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg, Mingolla, and Viswanathan, 2001; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Raizada www.intechopen.com and Grossberg, 2003) , ART fast incremental learning classifiers (Carpenter, et. al., 1992) , STORE working memories (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1994) , Masking Field sequence chunking networks Grossberg, 1986, 1987; Grossberg and Myers, 2000; Grossberg and Pearson, 2007) , Gated Dipole opponent processes (Grossberg, 1980 (Grossberg, , 1984a Grossberg and Seidman, 2006) , CogEM cognitive-emotional circuits for reinforcement learning Merrill, 1992, 1996; , Spectral Timing circuits for adaptively timed learning (Grossberg and Merrill, 1992; Fiala, Bullock, and Grossberg, 1996) , and volitional (GO) and endogenous (ERG, Endogenous Random Generator) gates to release consummatory and exploratory behaviors, respectively (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988; Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991; Pribe, Grossberg, and Cohen, 1997) . We are not aware of any other autonomous agent that has yet integrated this range of self-organizing biological competences.
Reactive Exploration
The following sequence illustrates the functional flow of the visual input system during reactive exploration in the plus-maze of Figure 1 . North designates the vertical direction, with South, East and West following accordingly. For definiteness, assume that the animat is placed into the maze and that all extra-maze cues are suppressed. Furthermore, the animat is motivated under both an exploratory and a hunger drive. The drive and reward inputs to the Drive Representation and then into the Visual and Motor Working Memory and Planning Systems are shown in Figure 2 . The exploratory drive is assumed to be excited by an Endogenous Random Generator, or ERG, which is an internal arousal source. Such a source is active when the animat is placed into a new environment. The exploratory drive is inhibited by consummatory drive activity that can support realization of a valued goal. The animat receives a reward (e.g., food) upon reaching the goal location, which is located at the end of the West arm. We show how reactive visual signals during exploration eventually lead the animat toward the goal location, and reinforcement signals strengthen the association between stored plan items and the current motivational state. A step-by-step description of the model under reactive visual guidance follows. Suppose that, by chance, the animat starts the maze shifted to the left of the corridor, with its head facing slightly to the right of the visual cue (Figure 3a) . The left shift reduces the distance to motion cues on the left side of the maze. Because of this positional bias, motion signals within the Visual Form and Motion System (Figure 2) will receive a strong leftward bias. These assumptions are used to demonstrate an exploratory trial which ensures that the animat makes its first head-orienting movement toward the goal location. During the experimental trial, the animat moves forward (Figure 3b ), turns left ( Figure 3c ) and approaches the goal location (Figure 3d ) under reactive control. Movement is organized into orienting and approach movements. In particular, a visuallyactivated motor command from the Visual Form and Motion System triggers a Motor Outflow command (Figure 2 ) that specifies a head-orienting angle to align the head with the triangle target. The resulting signals activate the Motor Plant (Figure 2) , which converts the movement command into a physical displacement. A head-orienting movement towards the triangle target is thereby initiated. The head turn continues until the NET head-orienting displacement equals the commanded displacement angle. When the animat faces the triangle cue, a Motor Outflow command from the Visual Form and Motion System activates the Motor Plant (Figure 2 ) to initiate an approach movement toward the triangle cue. When the Motor Plant converts the commanded approach movement into a physical displacement, the animat's body is passively aligned with the head during an approach movement to maintain a stable posture. Such dynamic stability control is assumed to be present, but is beyond the scope of this work. During the approach movement, the Motor Approach and Orienting System continues to compute the NET head and body displacement toward the visual target cue. In the absence of competing cues, the body-approach movement could continue until the animat reaches the cue. However, the Visual Form and Motion System processes both form and motion signals while the animat continues to move. A sufficiently strong motion signal in the model's visual periphery can win a competition between Parvo form target locations and Magno motion cues. If a motion cue wins, then it can terminate the approach movement and trigger a reactive head-orienting movement away from the visual target cue. As noted above, when the animat starts in a position that is shifted to the left side of the corridor, as in Figure 3a , motion signals in the left visual hemifield are stronger than those in the right hemifield. Left vs. right motion signals accumulate in the Visual Form and Motion System. When the left motion signal is sufficiently strong relative to the right motion cue and the form signal, a reactive head-orienting command is sent to the Motor Approach and Orienting System. As the animat carries out these movements, it learns an invariant object category, or chunk, for the triangle visual cue. Top-down signals from the Visual Working Memory and Planning System (Figure 2 ) corresponding to the Triangle chunk learn the NET body approach and orienting movements computed by the Motor Approach and Orienting System. The triangle cue hereby learns to predict the Forward-Left body movement. The Forward-Left body movements are also stored in the Motor Working Memory and Planning System. After the animat turns left, invariant preprocessing and learned ART categorization within the Visual Form and Motion System encode a 3D representation of the square cue. This 3D representation is stored in the Visual Working Memory and Planning System (Figure 2) , while the NET body displacement in the Motor Approach and Orienting System is reset to prepare for the next movement. Then the cycle of computing the NET head and body displacements begin again, as the animat navigates toward the square cue. The square cue is at the rewarded location. When the animat reaches this location, it receives a reward, such as food. The active hunger drive representation is then associated with the currently active plan chunks stored in both the Visual Working Memory and Planning System and the Motor Working Memory and Planning System (Figure 2 ). In particular, the visual Triangle-Square list chunk is learned and associated with the hunger drive representation. In addition, signals from the Triangle-Square chunk learn the NET body orienting and approach movement computed by the Motor Approach and Orienting System, and thereby learns to predict the Forward body movement that brings the animat to the square cue after it turns left in the West arm of the maze. Figure 4 summarizes this sequence of events. One additional point should be made: All animat behaviors are motivated by some Drive Representation (Figure 2 ). During initial exploratory activities, an exploratory drive is active. As learning occurs, the exploratory drive is supplanted by the consummatory motivational sources that correspond to the reward; e.g., the hunger drive when the animat is rewarded by food. These processes are now described in greater detail. . An initial maze trial in which the animat is under reactive visual guidance is shown in this diagram. An approach movement toward the triangle cue is interrupted by motion signals to the left. After a reactive head orienting movement, the square cue comes into view. After approaching the square cue, the rewarded location is reached and adaptive weights are adjusted to strengthen the association between the forward-left-forward sequence and the current motivational state. The arrows and symbols (F 1 ,L) and (F 1 ,S), along with the triangle and triangle-square symbols in the dotted ellipses, summarize that a forward-left movement sequence with a forward distance of F 1 is associated with the Triangle list category, and a forward-straight movement also with a forward distance of F 1 is associated with the Triangle-Square list category
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Visual Form and Motion System
The Visual Form and Motion System processes signals from the What Parvo cortical processing stream and the Where Magno cortical processing stream ( Figure 5 ). This separation of functionality endows the animat with three major capabilities. First, the animat can utilize target object recognition and cognitive-emotional conditioning circuitry to learn, choose, and execute motivationally-compatible movements within an overall plan. Second, the animat can use form information to localize visual references, or beacons, to measure its progress over varying terrain. Finally, the animat can process motion boundaries generated during movement toward a choice point within a maze. As the animat nears a choice point, its field-of-view and the intensity of boundary-derived motion signals increase, which can trigger a reactive head-orienting movement. The visual system also drives several important control signals within the model, as described below.
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The visual environment is simulated in a virtual reality environment by rendering 3D chromatic scenes as 2D "snapshots" at regular intervals during head-orienting and bodyapproach movements. As indicated in Figure 1 , the visual environment is simplified in SOVEREIGN, which focuses on the various learning and navigational aspects of sequential goal-oriented navigation. A visual target object is separated from the background by a twostage Figure-Ground Separation module that is within the Parvo stream ( Figure 5 , left stream). At present, the first processing stage is accomplished in a simple way by using visual targets that are yellow (Figure 1) , or have the grayscale corresponding to yellow, and are thereby selected from the background. The second processing stage selects object boundaries via convolution with a 2D Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter. Future model developments will include more sophisticated neural models for 3D vision and figureground separation (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Fang and Grossberg, 2007; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000) . When an object falls within the visual field and it is separated from its background, the coordinates of its centroid, in the 2D image plane, are computed (cf., Russell, 1932 ) and passed to the Reactive Visual TPV module ( Figure 5 ). The Reactive Visual TPV module converts the centroid from image plane coordinates to head-centered spatial coordinates by using the perspective transformation (Schilling, 1990) . The Body Spatial Coordinates module computes the angle between the head and body, before combining this information with the target coordinates in the Reactive Visual TPV module to compute the body-centered distance and angle coordinates of the visual target. The Reactive Visual TPV module updates the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module until the volitional Approach and Orienting GO signal (GO P ) releases a head-orienting or body-approach movement ( Figure  5 ). The head-orienting movement brings the visual target to the center of gaze. Such a transformation into body-centered coordinates can be learned by using a more elaborate network Guenther et al., 1994) . The left path of the Parvo stream in Figure 5 is devoted to learning a size-invariant and position-invariant object category representation of a visual target within the Invariant Visual Target Map. In order to accomplish this, the figure-ground-separated visual target undergoes a log-polar transformation followed by Gaussian coarse-coding (Baloch and Waxman, 1991; Bradski and Grossberg, 1995) . The log-polar transform computes a representation of the visual target object that is size-invariant and position-invariant. This invariant map representation of the target is then transformed into an object category, leading to further compression and invariance under modest changes in object shape, by using unsupervised incremental learning by a Fuzzy ART classifier (Carpenter et al., 1991) . The Fuzzy ART classifier and Reactive Visual TPV Storage modules comprise What and Where cortical representations of visual target objects. The Fuzzy ART classifier can be generalized in a future version of SOVEREIGN to enable learning of 3D target objects from one of multiple views. This requires additional processing stages to learn individual view categories which can be associatively linked to a viewinvariant object category (Baloch and Waxman, 1991; Bradski and Grossberg, 1995; Fazl, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2007) .
Motor Approach and Orienting System
As noted above, the Motor Approach and Orienting System directs body-approach and head-orienting movements (Figure 2 ). Cumulative estimates of each approach-orienting movement that is processed within the Motor Approach and Orienting System are stored in the Motor Working Memory and Planning System (Figure 2 ). This section summarizes how these estimates are computed. The Motor Approach and Orienting System flow diagram is shown in Figure 6 . Target position information originates from one of two sources. First, it can be received from the body-centered distance and angle coordinates of the visual target object computed in the Reactive Visual TPV module ( Figure 5 ). Second, it can be received from learned top-down signals from the processing stage that computes Motivated WHAT and WHERE Decisions ( Figure 6 ). These decisions comprise responses from the animat's learned experience which are compatible with the current motivational state. An approximate measure of headorienting and body displacement is computed by the NET module ( Figure 6 ). Target position information flows from the Reactive Visual TPV to the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module. The NET activity is subtracted from the Stored TPV via learned weights to compute The NET estimates of head-orienting and body-approach displacement requires multiple stages of processing to be computed ( Figure 6 ). NET estimates during navigation replace the outflow present position estimates that are computed during hand/arm movements. The NET S module ( Figure 6 ) calculates this displacement using target positions computed by the Visual Form and Motion System ( Figure 5 ). Body-centered spatial coordinates are denoted by an "s" subscript. The NET S field activity encodes the net body movement toward a target in spatial coordinates by subtracting the Reactive Visual TPV activity from the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module activity. Initially, target position information flows from the Reactive Visual TPV to the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module and a short burst of learning zeros the difference at the NET S module. As the animat moves toward a target, updates to the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module cease and the Reactive Visual TPV decreases, thereby allowing the NET S module activity to grow. Vestibular and proprioceptive feedback signals are integrated into distances by the NET MV module (Figure 6 ). Learning at the output of the NET MV module calibrates the vestibulo-motor signals relative to the visual signals at the S-MV Mismatch module. This adaptive process uses a slow learning rate while visual signals are available from the Visual Form and Motion System ( Figure 5 ). The resulting activity at the S-MV Mismatch module serves as a correction factor which can account for the animat's progress either without visual feedback (e.g., in the dark) or over uneven (e.g., slippery) terrain. When the NET S and NET MV module activity are identical, then the correction factor is zero and the S-MV Mismatch module activity is also zero. The NET module combines signals from the NET S and S-MV Mismatch modules into a robust sensory-motor representation of body displacement. The NET S module is only active when Parvo signals are present in the Invariant Visual Target Map module ( Figure 5 ). Learned weights from the NET module inhibit activity of the Reactive DV (Figure 6 ). When the animat has reached the target under visual guidance, the Reactive Visual TPV reaches zero and these adaptive weights are updated, thereby inhibiting the Reactive DV, and stopping the movement. On future trials, the Reactive DV module can be driven to zero by a calibrated level of activity in the NET module, regardless of whether visual input is available. While under reactive control, visual target coordinates flow into the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module and activate the Reactive DV module, which initiates head and body movements. The Approach or Orienting GO P control signals are activated when the Reactive or Planned DV command is released under volitional control. The activation of the Approach or Orienting GO P allows the DV signals to initiate a head-orienting or bodyapproach movement. Updates to the Reactive Visual TPV Storage module ( Figure 6 ) continue until the Approach or Orienting GO P is activated. However, under planned control, Motivated WHAT and WHERE Decisions ( Figure 6 ) learn to read out planned headorienting and body-approach movements. Top-down commands are computed in the Planned DV module, which can initiate head and body movements in response to motivationally-compatible plan items. As then plan unfolds, NET increases until the Planned DV approaches zero, thus terminating a planned movement. The Top-down Readout Mismatch module compares the activity of the learned top-down command and the NET module. A sufficiently large discrepancy between these fields can elicit a control signal to select a different top-down signal from the Motivated WHAT and WHERE Decisions. For instance, the control signal is released when a planned response is interrupted by a strong motion signal which activates the Head-Orienting Movement module ( Figure 5 ) and the animat turns away from the planned response direction.
End-to-end SOVEREIGN Simulation
One key SOVEREIGN simulation is demonstrated herein. In the Motivated Choice Experiment, the animat learns the route to two different goal locations under two different motivational states. The simulation summary contains the following types of information:
(1) Explanation of the experimental setup; (2) movement trajectories; (3) a step-by-step description of model dynamics; (4) snapshots of visual input at key moments; (5) multi-trial learning; and (6) summary of the model properties demonstrated.
Motivated Choice Experiment
In this classic example of spatial learning, the animat learns the route to two different goal locations under two different motivational states. Specifically, the Forward-Left-Forward sequence when hungry leads to a food reward, whereas the Forward-Right-Forward sequence leads to a water reward when thirsty. Upon reaching the end of the goal arm, the animat is rewarded and long-term memory weights are updated using a slow learning rate. For the first five training trials of this sequence, the animat has a high hunger drive and is rewarded with food at the end of each trial. For the next five trials, the animat is thirsty and is rewarded with www.intechopen.com water at the end of each trial. The eleventh and final trial retests the response under the hunger drive to demonstrate that learning under each drive is preserved. The diagram shown in Figure 7a shows the position, actions and local views seen by the animat during this training trial. Similarly, the diagram in Figure 7b shows Figure 8a shows the position, actions and local views seen by the animat during this experimental test trial. Similarly, the diagram in Figure 8b shows 
General Discussion and Conclusions
The SOVEREIGN architecture embodies a number of design principles whose mechanistic instantiation as neural circuits (Figure 2 ) enable incremental learning of planned action sequences to carry out route-based navigation towards a rewarded goal. SOVEREIGN circuits are based on neural models that have elsewhere been used to explain and predict many behavioral and brain data. Here the emphasis is on designing a neuromorphic controller that emphasizes behavioral competence. The model has several notable strengths relative to other available models, including the following ones: First, it provides an end-to-end model that includes on-line vision, visual recognition learning and categorization, working memory storage of sequences of visual and motor categories, learning of sequential cognitive and motor plans, cognitive-emotional interactions whereby reinforcement learning can select plans that can attain a currently valued goal, and balancing of visually reactive exploratory vs. planned movement decisions, based upon the relative salience of bottom-up and top-down information through time. Second, unlike various other models (e.g., Barto and Sutton, 1981; Dayan, 1987; Schmajuk, 1990) , no explicit spatial goal gradient, proportional to the spatial distance from the goal, is required to guide goal-oriented sequential behavior in SOVEREIGN. Third, list chunks provide a compact context-sensitive code for learning plans to navigate a large number of different routes. Fourth, reliable, single-trial learning of a maze can occur if the animat happens to find the goal location during an exploratory trial. Fifth, the animat can respond to the same sequence of visual or motor events in different ways to achieve different goals when different drives are prepotent. Whereas the detailed circuit realizations that are currently used in SOVEREIGN will doubtless be modified and further developed in the future, it embodies design principles that may need to be incorporated, in some form, into future autonomous adaptive controllers of navigational behaviors. One weakness in the current version of SOVEREIGN is that its navigational behaviors are all route-based. The model does not yet include mechanisms of spatial navigation (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) such as the role of hippocampal place fields, head-direction cells, and the theta rhythm (e.g., Burgess et al., 1995) . Such a development would require an understanding of how place fields form, notably the role of entorhinal grid cells in their formation (e.g., Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, and Moser, 2005) , which other modeling research is currently investigating (e.g., Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006; Gorchetchnikov and Grossberg, 2007) .
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